The authors of the January editorial drew our attention to the need for a 'critical yet pragmatic approach to applying evidence in complex healthcare situations that are as dependent on context, human interactions and sensemaking as on clinical sciences'. 1 Rather than revisiting intractable debates about the relative value of one form of evidence over another, we seek in this editorial, to continue to deliberate on the aforementioned complexities of practice as they relate to evidence-based palliative care.
There are inherent limitations in how current evidencebased palliative care accounts for the increasingly 'messy world of practice'. For example, the persistent use of anticholinergic drugs for respiratory tract secretions, despite a lack of research evidence to support their use, underscores how difficult it can be to apply clinical research in palliative care. 2 Evidence in palliative care reflects a complex constellation of 'constructed facts, propositions, experiences, biographies and histories and is ultimately an exercise of judgement bounded by time and context' (p. 1). 3 We need to better understand how health care professionals of any discipline and in all care settings and palliative care populations balance research findings, guidelines, protocols and policies with clinical judgement and individualising care in situ.
In this editorial, we draw from the findings that primary care clinicians relied on collectively reinforced, internalised, tacit guidelines -'mindlines' rather than explicit research evidence in Gabbay and le May's seminal ethnographic study. 4 We highlight the potential for the field of palliative care to capitalise on these findings in order to enhance evidence-based practice.
What are mindlines and how do they develop?
Gabbay and le May's seminal work arose, in part, due to a pragmatic, workable approach demanded by the aforementioned 'messy world of practice'. 4 They defined mindlines as collectively reinforced, internalised tacit guidelines, which were informed by brief reading, but mainly by their interactions with each other and with opinion leaders, patients, and pharmaceutical representatives and by other sources of largely tacit knowledge that built on their early training and their own and their colleagues' experience. (p. 3) 4 Clinicians tended to access research findings, clinical guidelines and other types of formal or 'codified' knowledge only if they had a specific 'difficult' case to manage or discuss. 4 They preferred instead to rely on 'mindlines' for knowledge and guidance. Tacit knowledge, defined by Nonaka as 'the schemata, the mental models, beliefs and perceptions so ingrained that we take them for granted' 5 was a vital and often maligned component of the process. In other words, mindlines are a feature of 'knowledge-inpractice-in-context', that is, knowledge that is continually co-constructed rather than a knowledge as discrete facts only produced externally to time and space and thus requiring 'dissemination or translation' in a linear reasoned way. 6 Subsequent research has since supported Gabbay and le May's findings. 7 These findings suggest that evidence-based palliative care requires much more attention to the co-construction of knowledge in terms of interpersonal networks and social context. 8 As Corner puts it, 'We have poured linear compartmentalised knowledge into complex connected systems and have been repeatedly frustrated by the results'. 9 He advocates instead for activities and strategies that would help connect people, practices, ideas and knowledge. Researchers in the field of patient safety, for example, are increasingly recognising the need for researchers and implementers to work closely together if interventions are to be successful. 10 'Opinion leaders' or people considered influential by other health professionals has been posited as one strategy to help achieve change. 11 However, what opinion leaders do and the circumstances in which peers are likely to be influenced by them is also socially contingent, for instance, depending on how credible or specialised they are. 11 One inherent limitation of mindlines is that they may not always align with what is considered best practice.
Furthermore, mindlines can be transformed, not only through trusted networks but through interactions with recipients of care. 12 Notably, since Gabbay and le May's original study, there is an increasing emphasis in policy 845977P MJ0010.1177/0269216319845977Palliative MedicineEditorial editorial2019 Editorial documents and research literature on patients taking a more active role in their own healthcare with increasing use of concepts such as 'self-management', co-production, co-decision making and co-design. 13 Given the centrally unambiguous role of the patient and family in palliative care decision making, in particular, shared decision making, the patient's role in the development of mindlines across the palliative care community could be critical. Scott et al have already noted the contribution of patient narratives in addressing cognitive bias in clinical decision making around low value care. 14 As Gabbay and le May 12 explicated, storytelling is a significant part of sharing knowledge through mindlines. The persuasive nature of stories and the ways they serve to collectivise identity through temporal and contextual interconnectedness is predicated on emotions, for instance, the nature of 'being moved by the story of illness' 15,16 p. 4. Emotions can create powerful cultures of shared ideals that lead to collective movements towards and against people, practices, and systems of thought and action. 17 These shared emotional ideals are determined and made evident through socially articulated acts of emotion, signalling cultural and organisational positions.
Moreover, there is also a developing body of literature focused on the increasing influence of the 'digital age' and the potential role of social media and virtual spaces in transforming mindlines. 18 Using digital ethnography, Marie and Shirley have explored how physicians form and shape knowledge collectively in the online environment providing insights into the influence of online behaviours and network structures. 19 This raises the important question of the role of digital applications, online forums, social media and so on in the development and transformation of mindlines. To highlight a recent example, a manuscript published in Palliative Medicine publication with effect of early integration of palliative care has, to date, received a much higher altmetric score, than a paper with no effect published in the same issue. This demonstrates how it may be helpful to consider mindlines in understanding the 'echo chamber' effect of social media that can promote some palliative care research findings over other equally valid content.
In their later published book, Gabbay and le May are quick to point out that their articulation of mindlines is in no way in opposition to evidence-based healthcare or seeking to undermine it. 20 To the contrary, they strongly argue that by understanding how 'knowledge-in-practicein-context' unfolds, we might better use evidence to 'shore up and strengthen the evidence-base' that underpins mindlines. How then might mindlines assist us, as palliative care researchers, in how we build dissemination and impact strategies into our research design or as clinicians working with academic researchers? An example of this harnessing of mindlines is found in the academic detailing literature. Although not conceptualised as such, pharmacists and others have 'tapped into' mindlines as a way of co-constructing evidence-based drug and other information with GPs as a means to improving practice. 21, 27 Another example is the use of academic detailing as an interactive and social translational approach to improve the primary care of people with chronic breathlessness. 22 Also, tapping into 'mindlines', an online Australian palliative care knowledge project, the CareSearch project, uses peer review processes and stakeholder groups to ensure that evidence is not only contextualised for practice but considers the most appropriate online format for sharing. This means that evidence may be presented in multiple formats, for example, disseminated through tweets and blogs for immediacy, embedded in downloadable practice resources developed with intended users, addressed in e-learning modules or organised in hubs of information for specific practitioners including allied health professionals or GPs. 23, 24 Innovative research methods that recognise the complexities of palliative care and give frontline clinicians authority to act on evidence may be critical to evidence-based palliative care. 25, 26 A research agenda for mindlines and palliative care
Thus, we propose a research agenda addressing how mindlines are negotiated and renegotiated and transformed in diverse and complex palliative care contexts. Here, we might find inspiration from scholars in the fields of sociology and organisational studies, for example, who recognise that knowledge and learning are, for the most part, a social and cultural phenomenon. Literatures in these fields are rich with accounts of how knowledge is co-constructed in everyday practice. 21, 17, 27 Research topics might include if and how mindlines are enacted and within fluid multidisciplinary teams built around the individual patient and their families and communities, and the role of palliative care communities of practices in mindlines including international groups and social media. Considering the inherently emotional nature of palliative care practice, one potential research direction might explore the role of emotion in mindlines in palliative care. In the context of palliative care, this line of inquiry could help to explicate how notions of patient-centric, holistic and relational care are discursively framed and enacted in practice. As such, scholars should pursue the exploration of palliative care identity forming as a collective mindline fostered through emotive storytelling.
In sum, there is a critical need to better understand how codified knowledge is, or indeed is not, integrated with clinical knowledge so that care is individualised and best practice palliative care is increasingly available to all. We advocate further research to investigate whether or not mindlines might be 'harnessed' to help close the elusive evidence-practice gap, and in turn effect improvements in and equity of palliative care.
